
   Mt. Arrowsmith is arguably the most popular and well-used 
mountain on Vancouver Island. Of the over 250 summits featured in 
Philip Stone’s well known guide, “Island Alpine”, Arrowsmith rates 
48th in height, at 5962 feet (1817 m). Although not as lofty as many 
Island peaks, it still it dominates the skyline from the east side of the 

The native people from the Alberni area called this mountain, “Kuth-
Kah-Chulth”, which means “that which has sharp pointed faces”. In 
the mid-1800s, the English gave it the name of Arrowsmith after two 
cartographers, Aaron Arrowsmith and his nephew John Arrowsmith. 

 The first ascent of this peak is unknown for certain. It’s likely that 
native people were the first, as they went up into the mountains to hunt 
marmots from time to time. 

The Arrowsmith massif has been attracting visitors since before the turn 
of the century. One interesting bit of folklore is that Edward Whymper, (of 
Matterhorn first ascent fame), made the first European ascent.   In 1887 
John Macoun (Naturalist to Geological Survey, Assistant Director and 
Botanist), his son James, along with native guide “Qualicum Tom” and his 
son Jim, made a trip up the massif. 

 Another well documented ascent of Arrowsmith was in 1901, by Dr. 
James Fletcher (Canada’s first Dominion Entomologist and Botanist), J.R. 
Anderson (Deputy Minister of Agriculture), the Rev. G.W. Taylor, John 
Clutesi (father of author and native elder George Clutesi of Port Alberni) 
and Rob McKinley. 

 In 1910 the C.P.R. built a tourist chalet at Cameron Lake. By 1912 
a pack trail was completed from the lake to a hut on the slopes of Mt. 
Cokely.  This trail, known as the Old Arrowsmith trail, is still very popular 
to this day.   Arrowsmith’s sister summit, Mt. Cokely, sometimes also 
known as “The Hump”, was unofficially named in 1926-27 after Leroy 
Sterling Cokely, a Dominion & B.C. land surveyor. In 1973 the name was 
officially adopted.

There are many recreational 
opportunities on the 
Arrowsmith Massif, 

 Mt. Arrowsmith is made of mostly 
Karmutsen Formation basalt and pillow lava 
from the Late Triassic age. Much of this area 
was heavily glaciated, with only the tops of 
the highest peaks escaping the scouring action 
of the ice. This is what accounts for the sharp 
rugged peaks, deeply notched couloirs and 
cirques on the north and northwestern sides.

Useful Web sites
Federation of Mountains Clubs of BC       www.mountainclubs.bc.ca
Alpine Club of Canada     www.alpineclubofcanada.ca
Mt Arrowsmith Biosphere Reserve           www.mountarrowsmithbiosphere.ca
Ptarmigan Research  www.ibacanada.com/cpm_strath.html
Marmot Recovery   www.marmots.org
Guidebooks   www.wildisle.ca
VI Trails Information Society  www.hikingtrailsbooks.com
Island Mountain History  www.members.shaw.ca/beyondnootka
Island Trip Reports   www.islandhikes.com
Logging Road Maps   www.backroadmapbooks.com 

Or pick up one of these:
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      A Mountain Worth Protecting

The mountain is 
a valuable wildlife 
corridor and is home to 
cougar, deer, wolves, 
bear and elk. 

See www.mountarrowsmith.org, for a more complete description of the 
Massif.
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There are 
     nature hikes...    

And 
 ski touring...    

Or 
 Snowshoeing...  

And everything  
in between...  

To rock and 
 ice climbing...

“Little Mountain That Can”...and has something for everybody.

Island and from Port Alberni to 
its west.

 What makes this mountain 
stand out so well, aside from 
being the tallest peak with the 
largest area of high alpine south 
of Strathcona Provincial Park, 
is its accessibility to the Island’s 
major population centers and 
its many varied routes suitable 
for all levels of experience and 
fitness, from family oriented day 
hikes to serious rock and ice 
climbs. It is used for activities 
as diverse as skiing to bird 
watching, para-gliding to botany. 
Arrowsmith has proven to be the 

The Arrowsmith Massif, 
as the numbers and 
activities show, is already 
a park in use, if not in 
fact. Documentation exists 
showing that thousands 
of our population wish 
to see this area become a 
wilderness type of park. 
Now is the time.

  The hydrology of this massif is such 
that all of it’s water runoff ends up in either 
the Little Qualicum or Englishman Rivers 
and the snowpacks are valuable in aiding 
water levels for summer and fall run salmon 
and trout, as well as providing water to the 
aquifers accessed by humans. 

From 
 family hikes...

 On the high ridges the white 
tailed ptarmigan can be found 
blending in perfectly with its 
surroundings. This area is a 
Provincially designated Important 
Bird Area.

Many of these animals are distinct  
subspecies of their kind and are rare, 
endangered, and native only to Vancouver 
Island. The rarest of mammals in Canada, the 

Ptarmigan 
(summer, 
below; winter, 
right)

A 1912 Victoria Daily Colonist article stated, 
“If one were to go into the fastness of Vancouver 
Island and find a great deposit of coal or ore, the 
discovery would be hailed as a real achievement 
of tremendous benefit to this section of British 
Columbia, and as another big addition to 
its assets. By the same process of reasoning, 
when one considers the benefits accruing from 
tourist travel, it will have to be admitted that 
the ‘discovery’ of Mt. Arrowsmith is also a great 
achievement, and that it will prove an asset of 
incalculable value.” 

These words ring as clear today as they did in the past. As we stand on the 
threshold of a new millennium, now is the time to act on those words.

Don Munday & Tom
 Ingram, Mt. Cokely 1925
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Vancouver Island marmot, used to have colonies on the Arrowsmith 
Massif, but their numbers have dwindled to near extinct levels.  
Hopefully the marmot recovery breeding program will bring them back 
from the brink of extinction and they will call Arrowsmith home again.              

Vancouver island 
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Judges Route

Winter Sun

Whiskey Jack

Lost Gully Glissade

And alpine meadows

 The 1920s and 30s saw more ascents by the 
Alpine Club of Canada and others, most notably 
in June 1925 by the mountaineering team of 
Don and Phyllis Munday. They discovered 
the Waddington Range from Arrowsmith that 
day.  In the 40s and 50s this area became a 
destination for hardy folk to go on winter ski 
trips and for others, to enjoy the alpine beauty. 

 The 60s saw logging roads pushed further 
up the mountain’s flanks. As driveable access 
became easier, the popularity of the massif 
increased dramatically.  In 1972, 607 hectares 
on the northern slopes of Cokely was sold, 
for a dollar, by MacMillan Bloedel to the Regional District of Alberni- 
Clayoquot, to be turned into a regional ski park, which is now defunct.

  In the 80s there was a surge in technical mountaineering, that 
continues strong to present times.  In 1992, the Commission on Resources 
and Environment looked at making the massif into a Class A Provincial 
Park. Since 1995, the Regional District of Nanaimo has shown interest 
in turning this block of land into a protected area.  In 2000, the United 
Nations designated Mt. Arrowsmith and its entire watershed a biosphere 
reserve.  In 2001 the Provinceof B.C. declared the Arrowsmith area an 
Important Bird Area.

 The summit of Arrowsmith and the pristine lakes in block 1380 are still 
unprotected and negotiations to turn this jewel into a park are ongoing... 
                                                 Now is the time.

What you can do to help:

Write your MLA and ask that Mt. 
Arrowsmith be preserved as a 
wilderness park.

For more information, trail 
maintenance & volunteer work:

Contact info@mountarrowsmith.org
Volunteer Trail Crew
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